
 

KITCHEN  

101  

THE BREW HOUSE  
 

LINGO  
KNOW THAT SLANG  

All Day- means the total number of an item that is currently on deck. “how many orders of fries” “7 all day”  

On Deck- Active tickets/covers/items being prepared at the very time.  

Sell the ticket- all items on the ticket have left the kitchen  

Ticket time- The time from which the order prints until the time the ticket is sold  

Prep- Being 100% prepared before busy times. Use dead zones to prepare foods and stations. Always be stocked and 

ready. The best way to ensure a successful service is to be prepared to be busy every day. A person or shift that is 

unprepared may suffer from “deer in the headlights” syndrome.  

Food label- must be on all food prepared ad stored or removed from its factory package. Must be clearly labeled as to 

what the item is, prep date and expiration date. The expiration is 6 days from prep date. 

Q/A-  Quality Assurance or expo person or station in charge of making sure the covers are sent out as ordered and to the 

restaurants standards.  

Pickle it- garnish the plate with a pickle   

Cover- a plate of any course  

Dead plate- not servals. Burnt. Ugly. Made wrong etc 

Push it out- get it out quickly.   

Turn and burn- turn that table around fast   

Hot item- item messed up and needs to be turned quickly  
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Hot ticket- neglected ticket. Ticket with an error. Need to sell it   

 

Deer in the headlight- a syndrome that is set on by not being prepared before the rush.  

 
Symptoms. Shocked and scared look. Big eyes. Panic and confusion.   

Presentation- clean beautiful plates that are well put together. If it’s not picture worthy. It’s not serve worthy.  

H~ Hold an item  

S~ substituting an included item for an upgraded item 

A~ Add on or Add to 

Make it big, thick, tall, juicy & saucy  

TIMING  

Timing is more than everything in a kitchen. Unlike any other profession you have a short time span to 

make magic happen and to be able  to deliver a memorable experience to an impatient and “hangry”  

patron. Perfect timing in the kitchen means team working and multitasking a multitude of task at once 

to have them all come together at one simultaneous moment in time.  

TICKET LEAD  

On each ticket there is an item that will “lead”. This means the item that takes the 

longest time to cook/prepare. You will use that item to gauge everything else on your 

ticket. You will also announce 2-3 minutes prior to this item “the lead” so that other 

stations will finalize the ticket and their part. Kitchen leader/QA/EXPO should call this 

item out from the ticket. Person in control of the prep or cooking should call the last 

2-3 minutes. “We’re selling ticket “” in 3 minutes.   

Communication   

Each station must talk through the ticket. Line needs to ask for times on items they 

are waiting for. Grill/fry needs to call out how much longer on an item.   

Whoever pulls the ticket needs to read it out loud. If there’s an APP on the ticket it 

must be announced as such.   
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Back of the house must communicate with the front of the house. The wait staff 

must be equipped with the best and most accurate information about the 

kitchens situation prior to visiting a table.  Time Savers  

Read ticket- Save time- read the ticket. Read it out loud. 

Make it right the first- save time – make it right the first time  

Tip- Don’t let the kitchen register tape or ink run out 

Tip-work together. Remind grill “hold onions” remind line “hold mayo” 

 

Hit the pavement when the ticket prints  

Apps 2-7 minutes   

Burgers and sandwiches 12-15  

Entrees 12-18 minutes  

Add 5 minutes (except apps) for 12+ tops  

Green zones- kitchen is running on normal ticket times   

Yellow zones- the kitchen is running on 25-35 minute ticket times  

Red zones- the kitchen is running on 40-60 minute ticket times  

Dead zones- times of the day in which the restaurant is generally slow and is best 

used for prep.   

Cook times  

Burgers – 9-10 minutes. Rotate beef every 3 minutes.   

Wings – 14 minutes  
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Crab cake (broil) – 14 minutes  

Pulled pork / Philly fries 8-9 minutes.   

Tenders and chicken breast 7 minute 

Ahi Tuna – 2 minutes each side 

 

Health code  

The purpose of the health code and health inspections are to ensure that foods served are safe for 

human consumption and do not cause illness. Foods that  are old, improperly stored and mishandled 

food could lead to serious illness and or death. If you’re  not willing to eat it, DON’T  serve it.   

All food must remain a minimum of 6” off of the ground at all times. 

All heated foods must maintain a temp of a minimum of 135 degrees. No hot food can 

be served below 135 degrees  

All foods stored both dry or refrigerated should be stored out of the cardboard   

All⚡raw ⚡prepared ⚡unpackaged foods must be stored in clear containers.   

Freezers must maintain a temperature of 32 degrees or below.   

Refrigerator must maintain a temperature of 41 degrees or below but not below 34 

degrees.   

All packages must remain closed and or sealed at all times.   

No items, once opened, should be stored in the can   

Each person must wash hands upon entering the kitchen.   

Chemicals must be stored on the dish cart and nowhere. Chemicals must be stored 

away from everything else always   
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Any item placed out of its factory container must be labeled and dated. Dated on the 

date of opening and given 6 days to parish.   

All utensils must be inverted, wrapped or covered  

All persons in the kitchen must wear a hair and beard protector  

Floor mats must be down during shifts in the kitchen  

Mops must be stored with mop head up. Mop bucket must be dumped when not in 

use and stored in mop closet 

While in the kitchen or any food area any employee beverage must be in a cup with a 

lid and straw  

The meat frig must stay in health compliance at all times.   

Ready to serve food cannot be touched with bare hands. Utensils or gloves must be 

worn. This includes a lemon on a drink 

Before serving an item – Use your senses – Check the date, look at it, smell it, feel it, 

Never leave utensils in storage bins 

Ice scoop must remain in the ice-bin ad removed once a day for washing 

Tea nozzles must be removed and broken down and soaked overnight in bleach each 

day to prevent bacteria build up 

Be cautious of onions once they have been cut. Onion absorb toxins and bacteria from 

the air. Never use onions once they become wilty or clear or if they smell odd. Onions 

are often a factor involved when people get sick from food. Onions should be stored 

and sealed tightly.   
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Brew House Clean Standards 

The kitchen is the place where those who have a passion for  food create their magic. That place 

should be clean and organized and be conducive for creativity, efficiency and productivity . Take pride 

in your workspace and the tools that it provides.  

Fryer grease should be changed weekly 

All countertops must get cleaned at end of shifts. This involves moving small 

countertop items. Solution should be degreaser, bleach or degreaser and bleach. 

Floor must be swept thoroughly and mopped each day. Solution must be degreaser 

and bleach diluted with hot water. 

Mop-heads should be replaced weekly or more frequently as needed. 

Interiors of refrigeration should be cleaned at least once a week with bleach. 

Refrigeration door handles should be cleaned at least once a day with bleach. 

Walls near cooking areas and trash receptacles should be wiped down once a day or 

as needed. 

Food and debris should be removed from gas cook top and deep fryer once a day. 

Refrigeration and the line frig should be pulled out once a week to clean the walls, 

clean the sides of the refrigeration and to sweep and mop the floor. 

Mark the duties on the chart each day to communicate to your fellow kitchen staff what has been 

done and what has not been done.  The sheet contains a section to open a shift and close a shift as 

well as weekly task.  

Safety Practice 

Keep the stoves, grills and fryers clean and free of debris to prevent fires or excessive 

smoke  

Wear gloves when around chemicals 

Wear gloves while doing dishes to prevent cuts from broken glass 
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Do not put glasses in bin of 3 bin sink. All glasses should be placed directly into bin 3. 

Do not put any other item into bin 3 while glasses are present in sink 

Never put knives in any bin of the sink. All knives and utensils should be put into the 

dirty utensil holder and placed in a bus bin with soapy water. 

Floor mats should be down in front of 3 bin sink, prep sink, deep fryer and grill area 

and line. 

Slip resistant shoes should be worn while in the kitchen. 

Hot pans should be placed down on the bottom shelf of tables to signify they are hot. 

Always tap a pan first before picking it up to see if it is hot.   

Wear safety goggles when cleaning walls and grates behind grills 

Mezzanine steps must stay free of debris and boxes 

All exits must stay clear of obstructions  

Empty catch pan under grill once a week or more to prevent fire. 

Clean hood vents weekly (2) to ensure proper ventilation 

Dump grease catch in hood to prevent overflow 

Never store chemicals near food and never spray chemicals on the face or body 
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